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Abstract: Multipath detection and mitigation are crucial issues for global navigation satellite
system (GNSS) high-precision positioning. The multi-frequency carrier power-to-noise density
ratio (C/N0)-based multipath detection technique has achieved good results in real-time static and
low-dynamic applications, and shown better practicability because of the low computational load
and the requirement for little additional hardware. However, the classic multipath detection method
based on inter-frequency C/N0 differences directly employs the 3σ rule to determine the threshold
without considering the distribution of detection statistics and their variation characteristics with
elevation angle, and ignores the interference of outliers to the reference functions. A robust multipath
detection method is proposed in this paper. The reference functions of C/N0 differences are fitted
using least absolute deviation (LAD) to obtain more accurate nominal values. According to the skew
characteristics of the detection statistics, a medcouple (MC)-based adjusted boxplot is employed to
determine the threshold. The performance of the new detection method is verified in the multipath
environments. The experimental results show that compared with the classic method, the new
multipath detector has strong robustness and can respond more accurately to large changes in
multipath (MP) combination values at most elevation angles. It is sensitive to short-delay multipath
and diffraction, and is an important supplement to multipath detection techniques.

Keywords: multipath detection; C/N0 difference; least absolute deviation; quantile regression;
adjusted boxplot; GNSS and 3D positioning

1. Introduction

Multipath is one of the most problematic factors that restricts the accuracy and reliability of
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) positioning, especially in challenging environments, such as
urban canyons, viaducts, high-rise glass buildings and wooded areas. Due to the complexity of its
generation mechanism, it is difficult to establish a general and accurate error model. Additionally,
multipath depends on the surrounding environment of the receiver, so it cannot be eliminated by
the double-differenced technique. According to the delay relative to the line-of-sight (LOS) signal,
multipath can be divided into short-delay, medium-delay and long-delay multipath. Short-delay
multipath is defined as reflected signal delays less than 0.1 chips (about 30 m for the GPS L1 C/A case)
and long-delay multipath covers the reflected signal delays greater than 0.75 chips [1]. The latter
can be distinguished easily by the code tracking loop of a GPS receiver, while short-delay multipath
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is often difficult to handle due to the strong correlation between its signal and the LOS signal [2].
Over the years, researchers have conducted extensive and in-depth research on multipath detection
and mitigation [3–8]. However, no single method is completely reliable and suitable for all application
scenarios. Thanks to the advancement of major GNSS constellations around the world and the
popularity of multi-frequency receivers using both high-cost (Leica, Trimble, TopCon, Javad, etc.) and
low-cost chipsets (u-blox F9P, Broadcom BCM47755, etc.), it has become increasingly attractive to
reduce multipath and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) errors by using multi-frequency measurements [9–12].
Among them, multi-frequency carrier power-to-noise density ratio (C/N0)-based multipath detection
shows great potential in real-time applications because it does not require additional hardware and the
computational load is low [13,14].

Since the phase of the reflected signal relative to its direct signal is wavelength dependent, different
frequencies will cause different disturbances to the LOS component of the signal, resulting in different
phase variations and power losses [15]. Therefore, the C/N0 difference between two frequencies becomes
an ideal indicator for assessing multipath interference. According to a nonlinear relationship between
antenna gain and elevation angle, Strode and Groves [16] established a polynomial model of GPS
C/N0 difference with respect to elevation angle in a low-multipath environment, namely the reference
function, and determined whether multipath exists by calculating the deviation degree between
C/N0 difference and its corresponding nominal value in a potential high-multipath environment.
This method is suitable for geodetic applications and shows good performance in the detection of
short-delay multipath and diffraction based on three-frequency C/N0 measurements. Subsequently,
Zhang et al. [17] extended the idea to GPS dual-frequency receivers. Nevertheless, the classic method
actually falls into a statistical trap. The multipath detection statistics from calibration data do not follow
the normal distribution, so it is not robust to determine the threshold using the 3σ rule based on the
mean value and standard deviation. Špánik et al. [18] noticed this and have reconstructed the detection
statistics to be closer to the zero-mean normal distribution, and then employed the 3σ rule to obtain the
multipath detection threshold. However, the additional independent variables make the model more
complex and its physical meaning seems ambiguous. Moreover, it is difficult for these new statistics to
approach the zero-mean normal distribution at some elevation angles in practical applications.

In outlier detection for univariate data, the 3σ rule is the most commonly used statistics-based
method. It is believed that almost all sample values are within three standard deviations of the
mean, so it is empirically useful to consider 99.7% probability as close to certainty, and values outside
this range are identified as outliers. However, the premise is that the data must follow a normal
distribution. The detection statistics in the classic method are not normally distributed data at a
specific elevation angle, but non-negative skewed data, that is, outliers only appear on one side of the
distribution. In addition, although mean and standard deviation can be sensitive to the variations
of sample data, such high sensitivity makes the detection method easy to be influenced by extreme
values and thus cause misjudgment. Therefore, the 3σ rule cannot be simply used to determine
the multipath detection threshold. An alternative outlier detection method for univariate data is the
boxplot, proposed by Tukey [19]. Observations beyond the fence (Q1 − 1.5IQR, Q3 + 1.5IQR) are
considered outliers, where Q1 and Q3 are the first and third quartiles, respectively; IQR = Q3 − Q1 is
the interquartile range. For normally distributed data, the proportion of observations outside the fence
is only 0.7%, namely 0.35% on each side of the distribution. Due to the use of quantiles instead of mean
and standard deviation, boxplot has better robustness and is widely used in various fields. However, the
boxplot only applies to normal or symmetric distributions and may not perform well for asymmetrical
or heavy-tailed distributions. In order to make the boxplot useful for outlier detection in skewed
data, statisticians have made some improvements to it [20–24]. However, these methods either do not
sufficiently adjust for skewness or are not robust enough for outliers. Hubert and Vandervieren [25]
proposed a new adjusted boxplot based on a robust measure of skewness, which can be applied to all
distributions and is independent of the sample size. By establishing functions of the measure to adjust
fences, the method takes into full account the skewness of the data and is resistant to outliers.
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Another issue that cannot be ignored is the influence of outliers on the coefficient estimation
of reference functions. Even in low-multipath environments, calibration data still include a certain
number of abnormal measurements. The least squares estimation is sensitive to outliers, which may
bias the regression line to outliers and cause the nominal value of the C/N0 difference to be distorted.
Therefore, it is necessary to introduce a robust regression method in the modeling process of reference
functions to ensure the high accuracy of the nominal value. The simplest way to estimate parameters
in a regression model, which is less sensitive to outliers than the least squares estimation, is to use the
least absolute deviation (LAD) method [26]. Besides, to determine the multipath detection threshold
using the new adjusted boxplot method, the first and third quantile functions with respect to elevation
angle need to be calculated through quantile regression [27,28] after the statistic is obtained. Note that
the LAD estimation is a special case of quantile regression where the quantile is equal to 0.5.

In this paper, the classic multipath detection method is optimized from the perspective of statistics
to make the detector more robust. Firstly, the multipath detector based on the C/N0 difference is
described, and the LAD and quantile regression are introduced, as well as the method to estimate
their parameters. Secondly, based on LAD, the reference functions of C/N0 differences are modeled by
using the collected calibration data in a low-multipath environment. Thirdly, the deviation between
the measured C/N0 differences and their nominal values is calculated, and the detection threshold is
obtained by using quantile regression and the adjusted boxplot. Fourthly, the performance of the new
detector is validated in multipath environments, including static and kinematic observation scenarios.
Fifthly, a comparative discussion is made between the univariate-based statistical multipath detection
method and the multivariate-based machine learning method. Finally, the experimental conclusions
are drawn and relevant suggestions are given.

2. Methods

2.1. Multipath Detection Based on C/N0 Difference

Since multipath and diffraction signals have different effects on C/N0 on different frequencies,
multipath interference or diffraction can be quickly detected by comparing the measured C/N0 difference
with its nominal value at a specific elevation angle. However, for certain reflected signal path delays,
the phase lag may be consistent between the two frequencies, resulting in that the C/N0 difference
does not necessarily oscillate when multipath occurs [16]. Three-frequency C/N0 measurements can
greatly reduce the probability of this consistency between frequencies, so the multipath detection
results obtained by using three frequencies are much more reliable than two frequencies. Besides,
compared to C/N0, the C/N0 difference eliminates effects common to all frequencies. The calculation
formula of the multipath detection statistic S is as follows [13,16]:

S =

√(
(C/N0)

L1
− (C/N0)

L2
− ∆C12(θs

r)
)2
+

(
(C/N0)

L1
− (C/N0)

L5
− ∆C15(θs

r)
)2

(1)

where (C/N0)
L1, (C/N0)

L2 and (C/N0)
L5 are the measured C/N0 from GPS L1, L2 and L5 frequencies,

respectively; ∆C12 and ∆C15 are the nominal L1-L2 and L1-L5 C/N0 differences, namely reference
functions, in a low-multipath environment; θs

r is the elevation angle of the satellite s relative to the
receiver r.

It is clear that the statistic reflects the deviation between the measured C/N0 differences and their
nominal values. To obtain a reliable detection threshold, two key steps need to be completed. The first
is the fitting of the reference functions, and the second is to determine the outlier boundary based on
the distribution of detection statistic. Note that the statistic parameters are computed in relation to
the elevation angle. After the threshold is determined using the calibration data in a low-multipath
environment, the detector can be used for real-time positioning. In practical applications, when the
statistic exceeds the threshold, it is considered that the signal may be interfered by multipath or
diffraction. In the classic method, the ordinary least squares (OLS) method is used to fit the reference
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functions, and the multipath detection threshold is given based on the 3σ rule. Therefore, we have
improved these two steps separately and obtained a more robust new detector.

In the performance verification of the detector, the code multipath combination is used as a
reference indicator, and its calculation formula is [29,30]:

MPi = Pi −mi jλiϕi +
(
mi j − 1

)
λ jϕ j − Bi (2)

mi j =
f 2
i + f 2

j

f 2
i − f 2

j

(3)

Bi = −mi jλiNi +
(
mi j − 1

)
λ jN j + ζi (4)

where P and ϕ are the pseudorange and carrier phase observations, respectively; λ and f are the
wavelength and frequency of the signal; the subscripts i and j denote different signal frequencies
(for GPS, i, j = 1, 2, 5, i , j); N is the phase ambiguity; ζ is the constant part of hardware
delay and multipath error. Without cycle slips, the value of B can be determined by averaging
MP combinations within a certain observation period. After subtracting B from the original MP
combination, only observation noise and multipath error variation are left. Therefore, the systematic
error and time-variant characteristics of code multipath can be analyzed by using the MP value.
Since MP combinations describe the peak-to-peak behavior of the code multipath, their variations can
catch the magnitude of multipath to some extent [17]. Note that the MP amplitude is proportional to
that of the code multipath error, and the C/N0 difference amplitude is proportional to that of the carrier
phase multipath error, so their amplitudes of oscillation do not correspond [16]. Nevertheless, the MP
variation can still reflect the interference degree of multipath to observations.

2.2. Least Absolute Deviation and Quantile Regression

In parameter estimation, the OLS method assumes that the observation errors or residuals conform
to a zero-mean Gaussian distribution. When the data do not meet this requirement, especially with
outliers or heavy-tailed distributions, OLS can produce misleading results. OLS solves the optimal
regression coefficients of the data by minimizing the sum of squared errors (SSE), which amplifies
the weight of outlier residuals and makes OLS sensitive to outliers. Due to the influence of receiver
and antenna performance and unknown interference in the environment, the observed C/N0 values
inevitably contain a certain number of outliers. Therefore, to increase the robustness of parameter
estimation and obtain more accurate reference functions, the LAD method is introduced in this paper to
perform cubic polynomial fitting on L1-L2 and L1-L5 C/N0 differences with respect to elevation angles.

The LAD method aims to obtain optimal parameters that can minimize the sum of absolute errors
(SAE) [26]:

min
β

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi − f (Xi, β)
∣∣∣ (5)

where X is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable; β is the estimated parameters,
and f (·) is the conditional median function. For this reason, LAD regression is also known as median
regression. Compared with OLS, LAD is more robust and the regression equation is less affected
by the outliers in the data. However, since the objective function

∣∣∣y− f (X, β)
∣∣∣ is not derivable to

β, LAD regression does not have an analytical solution. Therefore, the LAD estimates need to be
calculated iteratively.

Furthermore, Equation (5) can be generalized from the median (τ = 0.5) to the quantile.
By assigning different weights to the residuals on both sides of the τth quantile, the following
can be obtained [27]:

min
β

 ∑
yi<ξ(Xi,β)

(1− τ)
∣∣∣yi − ξ(Xi, β)

∣∣∣+ ∑
yi≥ξ(Xi,β)

τ
∣∣∣yi − ξ(Xi, β)

∣∣∣
 (6)
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where τ is the quantile, giving the weight 1 − τ to observations below the regression line and τ to
observations above the regression line. ξ(·) is the conditional quantile function. The task of quantile
regression is to seek the optimal parameters β that meet the above minimization criterion. For statistical
outlier detection, quantile is a significant measure, which quantitatively describes the centrality and
spread of data. Like LAD regression, quantile regression makes no assumptions about the distribution
of residuals and is less sensitive to outliers. Since there is no explicit formula to calculate β, the iteratively
re-weighted least squares (IRLS) algorithm [31,32] is employed to solve the regression parameters in
this paper. The Python statistical package Statsmodels [33] provides this function in its QuantReg class.

2.3. Iteratively Re-Weighted Least Squares

(1) For the L1-norm optimization problem for the linear regression, the optimal solution of the
parameters β can be expressed as:

argmin
β
‖y−Xβ‖1 = argmin

β

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣yi −Xiβ
∣∣∣ (7)

(2) Transform the objective function so that the parameters can be solved by the weighted least
squares (WLS) method, and thus the iterative formula at step t + 1 becomes

β(t+1) = argmin
β

n∑
i=1

(yi −Xiβ)
2∣∣∣yi −Xiβ
∣∣∣ = argmin

β

n∑
i=1

w(t)
i (yi −Xiβ)

2 =
(
XTW(t)X

)−1
XTW(t)y (8)

where W(t) = diag
{
w(t)

i

}
, and the initial weight value is set to

w(0)
i = 1 (9)

(3) Through iteration, the updated weight is given by

w(t)
i =

1∣∣∣yi −Xiβ(t)
∣∣∣ (10)

(4) To avoid a zero denominator, the estimated weight must be regularized by using the
following formula:

w(t)
i =

1

max
{
δ,

∣∣∣yi −Xiβ(t)
∣∣∣} (11)

where δ is some small value, e.g., 1 × 10−6.
(5) More generally, in quantile regression, Equation (10) is converted to

w(t)
i =

qτ
(
yi −Xiβ

(t)
)∣∣∣yi −Xiβ(t)

∣∣∣ (12)

where qτ(·) is an indicator function, and its expression is

qτ(e) =
{

1− τ, e < 0
τ, e ≥ 0

(13)

(6) When the difference between the parameter solutions at two adjacent steps is less than a certain
threshold, the iteration ends.

3. Determination of Multipath Detection Threshold

3.1. Modeling of Reference Functions Based on LAD

To calibrate the multipath detector for a specific receiver and antenna, GNSS observations need to
be collected in a low-multipath environment. The acquisition site of the static calibration data was on
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the roof of the Transportation Building at Southeast University in China, where there were no shielding
objects around. The types of the receiver and antenna were Trimble BD990 and South CR3, respectively.
In addition to GPS, the receiver also supports three-frequency observations of BDS, GLONASS and
Galileo. This article only uses GPS observations for research. The cut-off elevation of the receiver
was set to 10◦ to ensure the quality of the data. Finally, 24 h of GNSS three-frequency observations
(L1C, L2X and L5X) on October 1, 2019 were obtained with a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The data collection
environment and GPS skyplot are shown in Figure 1. Note that the satellite track is not displayed
when lock is lost on any frequency.
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Figure 1. (a) Real collection environment and (b) skyplot for GPS three-frequency calibration data.

The function models depending on satellite elevation were established by fitting cubic polynomials
for the L1-L2 and L1-L5 C/N0 differences from all observed GPS satellites in the low-multipath
environment. Unlike the classic method, LAD regression was employed to calculate polynomial
coefficients in this paper, instead of OLS regression. The developed reference functions are as follows:

∆C12(θs
r) = −1.528× 10−5(θs

r)
3 + 2.447× 10−3(θs

r)
2
− 0.057361θs

r − 2.113 (14)

∆C15(θs
r) = −1.257× 10−5(θs

r)
3 + 1.867× 10−3(θs

r)
2
− 0.01652θs

r + 1.417 (15)

where θs
r is the elevation angle in degrees. Since LAD is robust, some extra preprocessing operations

on the calibration data can be omitted to avoid distorting the true distribution of the data. Figure 2
shows the reference functions of the L1-L2 and L1-L5 C/N0 differences, obtained using LAD and OLS,
respectively. In general, the higher the elevation angle, the smaller the variance of the inter-frequency
C/N0 difference. It can be seen that there are certain differences between the two types of reference
functions, which indicate that the observation residuals of the calibration data are asymmetrically
distributed at some elevation angles, mainly due to the abnormal C/N0 measurements. In this case, it is
difficult to achieve optimal parameter estimation using OLS. Figure 3a shows the curve of difference
between OLS and LAD regression (OLS minus LAD). We can find that the difference between the
reference functions obtained using these two methods can reach a maximum of about 0.5 dB-Hz.
Both curves have relatively large absolute values in the low elevation range, where the outliers
are more active. In the medium–high elevation range, L1-L5 reference functions also display large
differences. Besides, when the elevation angle is greater than 82◦, the two reference functions for L1-L5
C/N0 differences begin to diverge significantly. To illustrate this distinction more clearly, the residual
distribution of the L1-L5 C/N0 difference at an elevation angle above 82◦ from LAD and OLS was
found, as shown in Figure 3b. We can find that the OLS fitting curve deviated greatly from its nominal
value due to the influence of outliers in this range, which makes the mean residual far away from zero,
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reaching 0.48 dB-Hz. In contrast, the average residual of the LAD fitting curve is close to 0, which is
only 0.09 dB-Hz. This demonstrates that LAD regression has higher robustness than OLS.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 26 
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3.2. Distribution of Detection Statistics

The multipath detection statistic was then calculated using Equation (1). To obtain the robust
detection threshold, the distribution pattern of S must be analyzed. Figure 4 depicts the joint probability
density of the statistics and elevation angle, which was estimated using Gaussian kernels. Its projection
on the C/N0–probability density function (PDF) plane is approximately the probability distributions
of S at five specified elevation angles. These statistics present a non-Gaussian distribution. The joint
probability density surface demonstrates that the statistics for all elevation angles are generally skewed
data. Consequently, the 3σ rule based on the mean and standard deviation cannot provide a reliable
threshold model.
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The distributions of S at eight typical elevation ranges with an interval of 1 degree are further given,
as shown in Figure 5, and their optimal probability densities are fitted. The detailed statistical parameters
are listed in Table 1, as well as the normality test results of the data using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov
(KS) test. After calculation, all KS test P-values are infinitely close to 0, so they are not listed in the table.
In statistics, skewness measures the asymmetry of the probability distribution of a random variable
relative to the mean value. For a unimodal distribution, negative skewness usually means the tail is on
the left of the distribution, while positive skewness means the tail is on the right. The skewness of
normally distributed data is about zero. Kurtosis, often referred to as excess kurtosis, is a measure that
reflects the steepness or smoothness of the data distribution. A higher kurtosis generally indicates
a heavier tail. The kurtosis of the normal distribution is regarded as zero. The results of the KS test
are another reference. When the P-value is less than the significance level of 0.05, the null hypothesis
is rejected, that is, the data are considered not subject to normal distribution. We can see that these
sets of statistics are very inconsistent with the normal distribution. Specifically, except for statistics
at elevation range (40◦, 41◦), the rest are right-skewed data, in which the skewness of statistics at
elevation range (10◦, 11◦), (20◦, 21◦), (70◦, 71◦) and (80◦, 81◦) is even greater than 1. There also appear
to be five groups of statistics that show varying degrees of heavy-tailed distribution. In addition,
the data at elevation range (10◦, 11◦), (30◦, 31◦), (50◦, 51◦), (60◦, 61◦) and (80◦, 81◦) all present some
degree of bimodal distribution. The above statistical characteristics weaken the effect of the 3σ rule in
judging outliers of these data.
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Table 1. Statistical parameters of S at eight elevation ranges with 1-degree interval.

Elevation
Range (◦) Sample Size Skewness Kurtosis Mean

(dB-Hz)
Median
(dB-Hz)

Kolmogorov–Smirnov
Test Statistics

10~11 4356 1.302 0.979 2.745 2.017 0.690
20~21 7576 1.207 1.619 1.762 1.517 0.595
30~31 4599 0.944 1.012 1.667 1.573 0.597
40~41 3519 −0.043 −0.565 1.511 1.540 0.638
50~51 5720 0.262 −0.238 1.509 1.546 0.588
60~61 2428 0.630 −0.247 1.384 1.219 0.566
70~71 2269 1.377 1.734 1.317 1.047 0.564
80~81 882 1.410 2.517 0.837 0.724 0.539

3.3. A Robust Multipath Detection Method for Skewed Data

The skewness parameter of the sample data depends on the second and third empirical moments,
which are very sensitive to outliers. Therefore, a more robust parameter, medcouple (MC), is used to
measure the asymmetry of the data. It is defined as [34]

MC = med
xi≤Q2≤x j

h
(
xi, x j

)
(16)

where Q2 is the median of the samples; for all xi , x j, the kernel function h is given by

h
(
xi, x j

)
=

(
x j −Q2

)
− (Q2 − xi)

x j − xi
(17)

Brys et al. [34] also gave a specific definition for the special case xi = Q2 = x j, even though the
probability of its occurrence is almost zero. By definition, the value of MC is between −1 and 1. The MC
of right-skewed data is positive, and the MC of left-skewed data is negative. It has a bounded influence
function and a breakdown value of 25%, which means that at least 25% outliers are needed to make
MC reach 1 or −1.

To obtain the robust outlier boundary of skewed data, two functions related to MC were introduced
into the standard boxplot to replace the constant 1.5. The adjusted fence is therefore defined below [25]:

[Q1 − hl(MC)IQR, Q3 + hu(MC)IQR] (18)
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where hl(0) = hu(0) = 1.5 is required to determine the outlier threshold of symmetric distributions.
The following three simple models for hl and hu were considered:

(1) linear model: {
hl(MC) = aMC + 1.5
hu(MC) = bMC + 1.5

(19)

(2) quadratic model: {
hl(MC) = a1MC2 + a2MC + 1.5
hu(MC) = b1MC2 + b2MC + 1.5

(20)

(3) exponential model: {
hl(MC) = 1.5eaMC

hu(MC) = 1.5ebMC (21)

where a, b, a1, a2, b1, b2 ∈ R.
In order to solve the coefficients of the above functions, the expected percentage of outliers is set

to be close to 0.7%, which is in accordance with the proportion of outliers in the standard boxplot under
a normal distribution. Therefore, the left and right fence boundaries in Equation (18) must satisfy:{

Q1 − hl(MC)IQR ≈ Qα

Q3 + hu(MC)IQR ≈ Qβ
(22)

where Qα and Qβ are the αth and βth percentile of the distribution, α = 0.0035 and β = 0.9965.
By substituting Equations (19)–(21) into Equation (22), the three models can be converted into:

Q1−Qα
IQR − 1.5 ≈ aMC

Qβ−Q3
IQR − 1.5 ≈ bMC

(23)


Q1−Qα

IQR − 1.5 ≈ a1MC2 + a2MC
Qβ−Q3

IQR − 1.5 ≈ b1MC2 + b2MC
(24)

 ln
(

2
3

Q1−Qα
IQR

)
≈ aMC

ln
(

2
3

Qβ−Q3
IQR

)
≈ bMC

(25)

The linear regression without intercept can be used to estimate parameters. In order to find the
best model, we divided the statistic S with a 1-degree elevation interval and calculated the MC values.
These data subsets follow different distributions and are skewed variously, which is conducive to
function fitting. Here, we only considered the symmetric and right-skewed distributions, because for
the left-skewed data, the boxplot fences just need to be flipped. Therefore, we selected the data subsets
with MC ≥ 0 and computed their values on the left side of the equal sign in the above three models.
The fitted curves for the lower and upper boundaries using OLS regression of the linear, quadratic
and exponential model are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. From Figure 6, the fitting effect of
the linear and exponential model is better than that of the quadratic model for the lower boundary.
Figure 7 further demonstrates the superiority of the exponential model over the linear model for the
upper boundary.
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For the sake of model simplification and robustness, we rounded down the estimated values of
exponential model coefficients a = −3.97 and b = 1.34 to a = −4 and b = 1. Since MC is susceptible to a
large proportion of outliers, when the calibration data are not clean enough (as is often the case), the MC
estimate may be biased towards outliers, which will result in an excessively large fence. To reduce
the potential false negative rate and make the model more robust, we lowered the estimates of a and
b. Thus, the outlier boundaries of skewed data were obtained. Considering that the mathematical
meaning of the statistic S is the deviation of C/N0 differences from their reference functions, it has only
a one-sided (right-sided) outlier boundary. The robust boxplot fence for skewed statistics is

Tab =

{
Q3(θs

r) + 1.5eMC(θs
r)IQR(θs

r), MC ≥ 0
Q3(θs

r) + 1.5e4MC(θs
r)IQR(θs

r), MC < 0
(26)

where the second formula is obtained by flipping the lower boundary in the first case.
The polynomial of degree 4 was then used to fit the MC values from the data subsets, as shown in

Figure 8, and the MC function related to elevation angle was obtained as follows:

MC(θs
r) = −3.151× 10−7(θs

r)
4 + 5.465× 10−5(θs

r)
3
− 3.020× 10−3(θs

r)
2 + 0.05621θs

r − 0.07683 (27)
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The first and third quantile functions for the statistics can be obtained by using quantile regression:

Q1(θ
s
r) = −8.664× 10−7(θs

r)
3 + 1.044× 10−4(θs

r)
2
− 0.01170θs

r + 1.264 (28)

Q3(θ
s
r) = −1.281× 10−5(θs

r)
3 + 1.867× 10−3(θs

r)
2
− 0.1022θs

r + 4.081 (29)

Therefore, the interquartile range function can be written as

IQR(θs
r) = Q3(θ

s
r) −Q1(θ

s
r) (30)

The new multipath detection threshold, which has higher robustness for skewed data, was obtained
by substituting Equations (27)–(30) into Equation (26).

Figure 9 shows the multipath detection statistic and robust threshold from the calibration data in
the low-multipath environment. Meanwhile, the threshold for the standard boxplot was also given.
It can be seen that the adjusted boxplot corrects the standard boxplot fence Tb according to the skewness
of the data distribution, especially at the elevation angles of (10◦, 30◦) and (60◦, 80◦). The multipath
detection threshold based on the standard boxplot can be calculated by the following formula:

Tb = Q3(θ
s
r) + 1.5IQR(θs

r) = −3.073× 10−5(θs
r)

3 + 4.511× 10−3(θs
r)

2
− 0.2380θs

r + 8.307 (31)
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In Figure 9 and for comparison, three multipath detection thresholds calculated by the classic
method are also given below:

Tσ = −1.028× 10−5(θs
r)

3 + 1.569× 10−3(θs
r)

2
− 0.08743θs

r + 4.295 (32)

T2σ = −1.028× 10−5(θs
r)

3 + 1.569× 10−3(θs
r)

2
− 0.08743θs

r + 5.366 (33)

T3σ = −1.028× 10−5(θs
r)

3 + 1.569× 10−3(θs
r)

2
− 0.08743θs

r + 6.437 (34)
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The meaning of the above thresholds is the sum of the mean and standard deviation of the
statistic. The former is a fitted cubic polynomial, and the latter is a constant value across all elevations,
equal to 1.071 dB-Hz. Note that the detection statistic was based on the following reference functions,
which were obtained by using OLS:

∆C12′ (θs
r) = −9.615× 10−6(θs

r)
3 + 1.646× 10−3(θs

r)
2
− 0.02891θs

r − 2.152 (35)

∆C15′ (θs
r) = 6.925× 10−7(θs

r)
3 + 2.294× 10−4(θs

r)
2 + 0.03482θs

r + 1.172 (36)

The multipath detection statistic and thresholds for the classic method are shown in Figure 10.
With reference to Figure 9, it can be seen that Tab better corresponds to the distribution of statistic
than T3σ. Additionally, Tab takes into account the skew of the data. Intuitively, as the elevation angle
increases, the multipath detection threshold of Tab becomes increasingly more stringent compared
to T3σ.
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4. Performance Verification

In order to verify the performance improvement of the new detector for multipath detection,
we collected three sets of GPS three-frequency observations in multipath environments for experiments
conducted on 23 October 2019, including two sets of static data and one set of kinematic data. Since the
detection statistic S is receiver and antenna dependent, the receiver and antenna used in the experiments
are the same as those in the calibration experiment.

4.1. Static Observation

The static test sites are located in the Western Campus of Southeast University, where most of the
buildings have coarse surfaces, so the receiver is vulnerable to diffuse multipath interference. The first
observation site is shown in Figure 11a and its aerial view is shown in Figure 11b. The receiver was
erected close to the building (about 10–20 m), and some trees around it also seriously obstructed its
view of the satellites. Note that the viewing angle of Figure 11a is eastward and slightly to the south.
This is a typical diffraction and short-delay multipath environment. Figure 11b depicts the skyplot of
GPS observations with the satellite elevation and azimuth changes to facilitate the comparison of the
satellite position relative to the environment. Similarly, the satellite trajectory is not displayed when
loss of lock occurs on any frequency. It can be seen that only three satellites are tracked during the
observation period. Of these, the satellite PRN 24 has the longest data acquisition time.
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Figure 11. (a) Real environment, (b) aerial view of the first static test location and (c) skyplot of
three-frequency observations.

Figure 12 shows the multipath detection results for PRN 24. The subgraphs from top to bottom
represent the new adjusted boxplot detection method, the classic 3σ detection method, three-frequency
code multipath observables and the absolute C/N0 measurements, respectively. Both detectors are
presented at the same time for comparison. Due to the high elevation angle of the satellite, the amplitude
of the MP observables is small and the detection statistic ranges from 0 to 5 dB-Hz. The oscillation of
the MP values reflects that the satellite signals may be affected by multiple reflections. Nevertheless,
the new detection method is more sensitive to multipath and diffraction at high elevation angles (about
above 65◦). Typically, the MP values show relatively large variations between 2400 and 2600 s and
around 3200 s, when the detection statistics from the new method are significantly above the threshold.
Besides, the change in MP2 value between 3800 and 4000 s is also detected by the new method, while
the classic method has the multipath omission. In such an environment partially covered by trees,
diffraction is very frequent, but the MP value often cannot reflect this interference. By observing the
surrounding obstructions and skyplot, we can find that PRN24 is susceptible to interference by the
diffraction signal before 3000 s, and the new method is more sensitive to this.

The multipath detection results of PRN 10 at medium elevation angles (about 32◦–36◦) were
also analyzed. From Figure 13, the magnitude of the change in MP values has become significantly
larger. Tracking interruption occurs between 3970 and 4130 s. Besides, the receiver resets frequently
between 3900 and 3970 s and after 4270 s. Discontinuous observations indicate a complex acquisition
environment. There is a distinct oscillation in MP1 values between 3920 and 3950 s. However, the
detection statistics do not respond to this. The reason may be that the multipath detection method
based on the inter-frequency C/N0 difference is sensitive to short-delay multipath, while the MP
value is sensitive to medium-delay multipath. The environment in which the receiver is located also
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demonstrates that the multipath is mainly due to short delay. A large statistic jump occurs around 3960
s, which exceeds the threshold, but there is not much change in the MP values at the corresponding
time. Given the receiver reset during this period and subsequent tracking interruption, this indicates
that the satellite signal is likely to be diffracted. The absolute C/N0 measurements also prove this. The
C/N0 values of L1 and L5 frequencies attenuate at this time. After being blocked by an obstacle for
about 160 epochs, the satellite is re-captured around 4130 s. Note that the detection statistic can catch
the diffraction effect, but the MP value cannot. Between 4130 and 4270 s, the MP values show large
oscillations, and the detection statistic also greatly exceeds the threshold. It is worth mentioning that,
however, the new method detects multipath earlier than the classic method, and completely detects
the entire multipath along with the MP variations.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 26 
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Figure 13. PRN 10 multipath detection results in the first static test environment.
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The second collection site for static data is slightly further away from the buildings and not close
to the trees. Figure 14 shows the real environment around the receiver, aerial view and the skyplot of
three-frequency observations. The perspective of the real environment photo is towards the southeast.
The observation environment is a bit more open than the first site, and there are three GPS satellites
that have been observed for a long time. Here, the observation times for satellites PRN 10 and PRN 24
are almost identical and correspond to a little more than an hour of continuous observation. Notice
that the receiver is close to a car and may be interfered by the specular reflection signal.
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Figure 14. (a) Real environment, (b) aerial view of the second static test location and (c) skyplot of
three-frequency observations.

The multipath detection results of the PRN 10 satellite are shown in Figure 15. The satellite
is in a phase of ascending elevation. Over the first 900 s, the MP values show relatively large
oscillations. Compared with the classic detection method, the new detection method is more sensitive
to the multipath during this observation period. After 900 s, for both methods, the statistic does not
significantly exceed the threshold according to the MP variations. This may be because the detection
statistic based on C/N0 is more sensitive to short-delay multipath. The environment in which the
receiver is located can cause more medium-delay multipath to be received. This may also be a problem
of greater attenuation caused by NLOS signal for larger MP variations. However, the multipath at the
end of the observation period (around 4300 s) is still captured by the new detector.
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Figure 15. PRN 10 multipath detection results in the second static test environment.

Figure 16 shows the multipath detection results of the PRN 24 satellite. As the elevation angle
decreases, the absolute C/N0 measurements attenuate and the magnitude of the MP variations becomes
larger. The corresponding detection statistic also increases and gradually exceeds the threshold.
Although the sensitivity of the detection statistic to short-delay multipath makes it unable to fully
correspond to the MP variation in this environment, and results in the magnitude mismatch between
them, the new detector is undoubtedly better in sensitivity to multipath at this elevation scope.
The classic method is likely to have a higher risk of false negatives for multipath according Figures 9
and 10. The detection statistic of the new method exceeds the threshold around 630 s, 700 s, 1350 s,
1500 s, 2010 s, 2710 s and 3350 s, and the corresponding MP value changes significantly. However,
the classic method does not detect the multipath at these times.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 26 
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Figure 16. PRN 24 multipath detection results in the second static test environment.
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4.2. Kinematic Observation

Although the C/N0-based multipath detector is more suitable for geodetic applications,
the kinematic experiment was still carried out to test the improvement of the new method in multipath
detection accuracy. Figure 17 shows the test route and the skyplot of the corresponding observations.
In the left panel, the green dot represents the starting point and the yellow dot represents the end point.
The receiver and antenna were fixed on a trolley, which was pushed by the experimenters at a normal
walking speed. The experimenters first walked around the playground about six times, and then
crossed the boulevard back to the Transportation Building. During the period, the experimenter also
passed through some buildings. Note that the playground track is surrounded by tall sycamore trees,
and there are buildings nearby in all four directions. The overall observation environment is more
complicated than the static experiments. The satellite with the longest observation time and the best
continuity is PRN 26, followed by PRN 32. Therefore, these two satellites were selected for analysis.
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Figure 17. (a) Kinematic test route. The white dotted line corresponds to epochs 2900–3070 s. (b) Skyplot
of GPS three-frequency observations.

The results of the detection statistic for PRN 26 are shown in Figure 18. From the MP values,
the magnitude and frequency of oscillation indicate that the environment is challenging. Data were
collected on the playground over the first 2800 s. Starting from 2800 s, the experimenters left the
playground and entered the boulevard. Detection statistics, MP values and absolute C/N0 measurements
all show the periodicity of receiver movement on the playground track. In the playground phase,
the detection statistic exceeds the threshold at 90–200, 500–720, 960–1160, 1350–1490, 1890–1940 and
2280–2470 s, which is confirmed by the corresponding MP variations. Besides, the large attenuation of
the absolute C/N0 measurements usually means NLOS reception. The amplitude of the MP values
confirms this. The peaks in the detection statistic may result from the reception of multiple reflected
signals. After leaving the playground, the receiver entered the boulevard, and the observation
environment was even worse. The detection statistic goes beyond the threshold more significantly.
The magnitude of MP variation also demonstrates that the multipath interference is more serious
during this period. There are three large attenuations in the absolute C/N0 measurements, indicating
NLOS reception. It is worth mentioning that between 2900 and 3070 s, the experimenters went out of
the boulevard and walked between two buildings and then along trees before entering the boulevard
again. The absolute C/N0 measurements return to stability, albeit with a lag. The detection statistic is
also a little bit smaller, as shown in Figure 19. Nevertheless, multipath interference is still detected due
to the obstruction of buildings and trees. In addition, for large MP changes occurring around 2975 s,
3019 s and 3037 s, the statistic of the new method is more obvious than that of the classic method when
the threshold is exceeded.
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In general, the new method is more sensitive to multipath in this tracking period. By associating
with the MP variations, we found that the multipath is missed by the classic method at some moments,
or the part beyond the threshold is not as significant as the new method.

Figure 20 illustrates the results of the detection statistic for PRN 32. It can be clearly seen that
before 2800 s, the four indicators behave a similar periodicity to the PRN 26 satellite, but the phase
changes. Besides, with the decrease in the elevation angle and the deterioration of the observation
environment, the data are interrupted several times after 2900 s. As can be seen from the indicators in
the figure, the satellite is interfered by multiple reflected signals at several time periods. Note that
between 2900 and 3070 s, PRN 32 behaves differently from PRN 26. As shown Figure 21, from 2900 to
2945 s, as the receiver enters between the corridor made by the two buildings, the detection statistic
exceeds the threshold significantly and the data are interrupted, indicating that the signal is subject
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to multipath interference. Subsequently, the satellite signal is blocked by the building to the south.
After 3008 s, the signal is reacquired until the receiver enters the boulevard again. The four indicators
at 2945 s and 3008 s suggest that diffraction is likely to occur from the edge of the building.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 21 of 26 
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The detection statistic responds well to the MP variations, especially at some significant nodes.
This could be because the majority of multipath is short delay in the observation environment. Moreover,
diffraction may occur frequently in the complex environment, and the signal interference from multiple
diffraction sources will cause more short-delay multipath. Similar to PRN 26, the new multipath
detector reduces the false negative rate of multipath for PRN 32, which appears more reasonable in
such a challenging environment.
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5. Discussion

For GNSS precise positioning, three basic multipath mitigation techniques can be generally
summarized, i.e., antenna design, signal processing and measurement processing [3]. The first two
methods, with their high hardware requirements or computational complexity, are not friendly
to low-cost receivers and location-based services (LBS) applications. Additionally, most signal
processing-based multipath mitigation solutions cannot handle short-delay multipath and NLOS
reception [2,13], whereas multipath in reality is often of the close-range and short-delay type.
Measurement-based methods are widely used in the field of geodesy. In addition to weighting
based on C/N0 or elevation angle to reduce the impact of potential multipath on positioning accuracy,
the most well-known methods are probably sidereal filtering [35] and hemispherical models [36,37],
which model the carrier multipath errors for static observation stations in advance based on the
periodicity of satellite motion. However, the application scenarios of measurement-based methods are
limited, and they are usually insufficient in real-time and kinematic performance. Some researchers
employ external sensors or spatial data to assist in detecting and mitigating multipath or NLOS signals,
including infrared cameras, 3D urban building models and light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
point clouds [38–40]. Despite the improved positioning accuracy, it is expensive to establish and
maintain accurate spatial models, and the use of external sensors and data places high demands on
the performance of computing equipment. Accurate and instant multipath detection is a prerequisite
for reasonable treatment of multipath-contaminated measurements according to different application
scenarios, such as correction, exclusion or down-weighting. In addition to accuracy and reliability,
computing cost and real-time performance are also important indicators to evaluate multipath detection
techniques. In this regard, the emerging machine learning-based methods seem to have the upper hand.
In recent years, numerous studies have begun to focus on machine learning or deep learning to identify
NLOS/multipath. These methods can reduce the operating cost of traditional methods and improve
usability by constructing a mapping relationship between multiple feature parameters and GNSS
signal categories, and obtain satisfactory results [6,41–43]. To decrease the dependence on external
sensors and observation information, a technique for detecting abnormal GNSS observations including
multipath and NLOS based on unsupervised learning has also been proposed [44], which shows better
performance than traditional receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) and cut-off methods.
While both can be used for real-time multipath detection, machine learning-based and multi-frequency
C/N0 measurement-based methods have their pros and cons.

Just as the detection methods based on inter-frequency C/N0 differences require aforehand
calibration of the receiver and antenna, the machine learning-based methods (usually referring to
supervised learning) need to label the training data in advance. But the costs are quite different. It is
always expensive to obtain a labeled dataset that is accurate and can represent all types of states.
The current mainstream LOS and NLOS labeling method is based on the 3D building model, which is
not only limited by the accuracy and timeliness of 3D building models but also requires the accurate
position of the receiver to obtain the correct classification label. The ray-tracing approach based on
the 3D building model can be employed to further determine multipath signals [5,45]. However,
this method is computationally expensive and subject to the model accuracy and building materials.
In some studies that do not use 3D building models, some external sensors and even manual-assisted
labeling are required [46]. For the statistical method, it is only necessary to let the multi-frequency
receiver collect more than ten hours of static observation data in an open environment, and the
calibration measurement processing also occupies less computing resources compared with the dataset
training. On the other hand, the detection methods based on inter-frequency C/N0 differences are
receiver and antenna dependent. Different types of equipment need to be calibrated individually.
In machine learning, the feature data derived from the measurements are also affected by the device
heterogeneity. Besides, machine learning is restricted by scenarios. The rules learned in one scenario
may not necessarily apply to other scenarios. In terms of detection accuracy, that of machine learning
should theoretically be higher than that of statistical methods. The univariate-based statistical method
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is often suboptimal because when the state is determined by only one variable, it cannot be exactly
known, especially in complex urban environments [43], unless the state is only determined by this
variable and the exact mathematical model between the two is derived. Therefore, as long as the training
set label is accurate and the model generalization ability is strong, the performance of the supervised
classification model integrating multiple feature values is generally better than the statistical detection
method relying only on a single variable. However, how to select appropriate feature variables as the
input of the machine learning model is a problem that needs further research.

It must be pointed out that the statistical multipath detector based on the inter-frequency C/N0

difference is only one of many detection methods, and no single method is completely reliable, so it
should be employed in a combined method [13,16]. In view of the complexity and difficulty of
multipath detection and mitigation, we still need to resort to more effective comprehensive methods,
including, but not limited to, advanced antenna and receiver techniques, measurement processing and
even external sensors.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

A robust multipath detection method is proposed in this paper and compared to the classic 3σ
method using inter-frequency C/N0 differences. In the classic method, it is difficult for OLS to resist
the influence of outliers on the calibration data, which makes the reference function easily deviate to
the outliers. Moreover, because the detection statistics show significant non-negative right-skewed
characteristics, the 3σ rule is no longer applicable to the determination of the outlier boundary of these
skewed data. A statistical improvement is made to the classical method to make it more robust. Firstly,
for the outliers in the calibration data, the reference functions of C/N0 differences are fitted using LAD
to obtain more accurate nominal values. On this basis, the multipath detection statistics are calculated
and their distributions are analyzed in detail. The detection threshold is finally obtained by using
quantile regression and the adjusted boxplot, which are both deduced explicitly. The new method can
dynamically adjust the outlier boundary according to the distribution of detection statistics, which is
more in line with the skew characteristics of statistics. Additionally, MC and quantile are more robust
than the mean and standard deviation in outlier detection. The performance of this new detection
method has been verified statically and kinematically in multipath-prone environments. Compared
with the classic method, the new detection method can make a more accurate response to the large
change of MP value at most elevation angles. Meanwhile, the satellite diffraction signal can also be
accurately detected. The proposed method is more suitable for real-time carrier multipath detection
in static and low-dynamic scenarios. It is sensitive to short-delay multipath and is an important
supplement to multipath detection techniques.

The research work in this paper provides a more scientific reference for real-time multipath
detection using multi-frequency C/N0 measurements or other statistical data. Nevertheless, there is
still room for improvement. First, an individual detector could be set up for each satellite. The C/N0

differences from different satellites at the same elevation angle are inconsistent. Although this deviation
is small for GPS, it is still sufficient to affect the determination of the threshold, so that the threshold
cannot fit well with each satellite. Second, it is also a question whether the cubic polynomial is the
best model for reference function, as well as for the quantiles of detection statistic. The authors used
the default model from the classic method, and perhaps there are better models, such as polynomial
models with L1 regularization, support vector regression model, etc., that could be employed in the
future. It is worth mentioning that it is possible to further improve the reliability of this method by
using C/N0 measurements from different channels. In addition, the statistical multipath detection for
the different constellations of BDS has yet to be verified.

Our experiments are conducted based on the measured data in real complex environments.
Since the true multipath and its magnitude are unknown, the verification process mainly relies on
some external relevant indicators. Although the measured data are irreplaceable in authenticity, it has
to be admitted that the simulated data do have advantages over the measured data in terms of variable
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control and ground truth setting. It will be of great value to simulate the known multipath with
simulated data so as to better demonstrate the benefits of the proposed robust method with respect to
the presently available ones. In future research work, we will try to combine simulated data to explore
multipath detection techniques in greater depth when conditions permit.
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